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'^Honor’ lost out 
to balance sheet
"1% ’
Born in Saanich Peninsula Hospital on Christmas Day, baby Alec, son of Terry and Glen 
Me William, 2160 Amity Drive, Sidney, weighed in at 8 pounds 4 ounces.
V it took the combined efforts of a 
generojJa peninsula community, 
^Sidney Lions Club and the Sidney 
Review but some 56 families — in all, 
175 people — were able to celebrate 
Christmas this year, receiving food, 
gifts and toys.
^ This year The Review raised $3,000 
% for needy persons on the peninsula — 
» a sum that went far beyond the 
X $1,000 target. Value of food 
‘fonations was estimated at more 
i'lan $1,000 and cash and cheques 
\rme close to $2,000.
\n the first week of the appeal
hopes plunged after; the paper 
received a mere $30 in donations but 
another appeal worked magic with 
$750 pouring into the office within 
the next few days. And then people 
really woke up to the idea and daily 
the office became swamped with 
donations, sending the total soaring 
to$l,651.
One large cheque received late will 
be used to start the fund for the next 
Christmas appeal, said Sidney Lions 
president Mike Massie. Some 25 
Lions members led by Massie
delivered Christmas goodies to 
homes Dec.; 21,22 and 23. And Lions 
wives helped out by volunteering 
their time sorting out the food into 
appropriate parcels for families.
Other people who contributed — 
Sidney firefighters who worked hard 
amassing children’s toys which Lions 
delivered, staff members at the Royal 
Bank in Sidney who donated and 
wrapped some 40 toys — and the 
people of Sidney, North Saanich and 
Central Saanich who gave so 
generously and wholeheartedly.
Ic Tsartlip Indian band looks to 
ite New Year with hopes for a new 
ionghouse to replace the seven-year- 
old longhouse destroyed by fire in 
November.
“It’s necessary that this building 
exist for the native people,’’ .said 
Tsartlip chief Tom Sampson Sunday.
“It’s all the rules, the laws and 
regulations regarding our culture and 
heritage, based in the longhouse."
The sacred longhouse at the base
of Stelly’s Cross Road in Central 
Saanich was used for spiritual 
dances, band meetings and festivals 
and could accommodate up to 1,000, 
Replacement cost is estimated at 
$4(X),000 and was not insured 
because of the band’s use of fire in 
the building.
Batid nicinbers arc encouraged 
however that more than $50,(X)0 to 
date has been raised toward the new 
building. Anyone wishing to assist
the band can drop off building 
materials or financial assistance at 
the band office,
Samp.son .says it is difficult for 
elders to relay cultural information 
to the younger generation without a 
longhouse.
“It’s the means in which we 
|)iaclise our culture fur the benefit of 
the young people, training them ,so 




It was called “an honorable ap­
proach to the treatment of alcohol 
dependency” but somewhere in the 
past year, Gillain Manor's “honor” 
lost out to the balance sheet.
In September 1979, the non-profit 
Gillain Foundation took over from 
Gillain Manor Ltd., a subsidiary of 
Abacus Cities. While the manor can 
accommodate 90 patients, it has 
averaged no more than 20 a month 
for the past year.
“We tried to help an organization 
that was going to go under,” said 
program director Dr. Cecil Brown 
Monday.
The executive image created by the 
original operators was something the 
foundation could never shake, he 
said.
“High on the northern slope of 
Mount Newton overlooking the 
restful Patricia Bay and Deep Cove 
on the west. . . Gillain blends into 
the natural environment. An ar­
chitecturally-designed low profile 
structure of wood and stone, Gillain 
enjoys one of North America’s most 
impressive panoramic views.”
So boasts Gillain Manor’s in­
formational material. With 
solariums and pavilions serving as 
informal counselling rooms, tennis 
courts, a chapel, family suites, 
recreation lounges, spacious walk­
ways and landscaped grounds, 
Gillain Manor does resemble a luxury 
^ 'hotel.;;
Still, Brown contends patients 
cover a broad spectrum of society 
and Gillain does not cater to the 
executive. Cost for a day’s stay in 
Gillain Manor .was $175 a day noL 
including special services such as 
daycare, out patient and special 
aftercare. v
Today 30 full-time and 16 part- 
time jobs at the centre will be ter­
minated and until the board of 
directors meets sometime later this 
week, future use for the complex is 
still unknown.
Six weeks ago a final appeal was 
made by Gillain operators for 
assistance from the health ministry. 
Notice was given Dec. 19 to em­
ployees their positions would end 
within one month following a reply 
from Health Minister Rafe Mair that 
no assistance would be given.
“The only position we have now is 
that we’re closing,” said Brown. 
“We will not struggle any longer, we 
will not and we cannot.”
Brown said despite initial 
government encouragement, the 
ministry has made it impossible for 
the centre to continue operation.
In a letter dated .Ian. 2, 1980 to 
medical director Nelson Bradley, 
Mair wrote:
“The Ministry of Health is 
prepared to reimburse Gillain Manor 
at the rate of $56.86 per day for B.C. 
residents attending that facility, 
providing the patients arc referred to 
Gillain Manor by the profc.ssional
staff of the Alcohol and Drug 
Commission. Such referrals will be 
made in cases where no empty bed is 
available within the Commission’s 
residential treatment centres, or if for 
some other reason it would appear 
appropriate for the patient to be 
referred to Gillain Manor.”
However, the ministry has not 
referred one patient to Gillain since 
that letter and consequently, no 
funds.
“The Alcohol and Drug Com­
mission runs the show,” said Brown. 
“The minister has said publicly 
many times he has no control over 
them and the commission has said 
many times they don’t want us to 
exist.”
In a recent letter to Mair, Brown 
wrote requesting the referral and 
cost-sharing commitment be 
honored. He told of incidents where 
ADC staff had reacted “rudely” to 
patient inquiries about Gillain and 
refused to make patient referrals to 
the centre.
As well, it was found some ADC 
couhsellofs had no knowledge of the 
referral agreement and so had placed 
some patients on waiting lists for 
other referrals.
“Despite assurances that com­




Dr. Cecil Brown 
. . .won't struggle any longer
ADC we found nothing has been 
done,” Brown said.
Brown also says referrals had been 
made to Henwood in Alberta on 
Donwood in Ontario under 
government sponsorship. Spon­
sorship to Donwood was at a cost of 
$103 a day.
The Gillain Foundation has placed 
its dispute with B.C. ombudsman Dr. 
Karl Friedman on the grounds that 
operation was continued on the basis 
of a provincial ministry commitment 
that was not honored.
PENSION BATTLE
By CAROL BERGER 
;;'[StaffWriter]
Extracurricular activities will not 
be cancelled in peninsula schools this 
month as earlier planned following a 
provincial directive for teachers to 
begin a six-week “cooling off 
period.”
B.C. Teachers’ Federation
president A1 Blakey has asked all 79 
B.C. teacher associations to post­
pone further job action related to the 
pensions campaign until late
January.
“They’ve certainly seen the 
strength of our position and how 
seriously we feel about it,” said 
Saanich Teachers’ Association
president Elsie McMurphy Sunday.
“We’re hoping they will embark 
upon some meaningful negotiations 
in that time.”
Since last fall teachers have 
demanded full pension indexing 
through major rallies in Vancouver, 
Langley, Kelowna and Victoria. To 
date the government has shown no 
desire to amend Bill 29 which places a 
ceiling on co.st-ol-living adjustments 
for teacher pensions.
At the Dec. 10 Saanich Teacher’s 
Association general meeting,
teachers rejected a pensions - com­
mittee recommendation and voted to 
begin a work-to-rule campaign Jan. 
5. The pensions committee had 
recommended .teachers wait until 
February for work-to-rule and a 
January start for suspension of after- 
school activities.
“The feeling of the meeting was wc 
better get on with it,” said 
McMurphy.
However, with the federation’s 
announcement beginning the six- 
week delay, Saanich teachers will 
postpone action until Feb; 16,
“lt!s a question of conscience that 
wc have all been struggling with,” 
says McMurphy.
“They’re tactics that nobody 
wants to adopt, steps that we don’t 
want to lake, but we feel the 
government by its actions has 
devalued dur jobs.”
McMurphy said Saanich teachers 
Continued on Page 2
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Bill O'Brien, 102$ Waverley, Brentwood, holds $20 
hill his diver son Scan helped bring up in Boxing Day 
harbor clean-up.
Some 20 divers did their stuff off 
Sidney wharf Boxing Day and the 
area is clear of garbage for another 
year. Organized annually by Chick 
Goodman, owner of Rimpnc Divers 
on 5th Street, Sidney, divers brought 
up a motley collection of junk. 
Hot tics, shopping carts — mostly 
from Sidney Superfoods and too 
long under the water to be 
salvagabic, and dozens of other 
items, iijchiding a freezer wltich will 
be ieft below until one of Ooodman’.s 
diving ciasscs brings it up ns a special 
project.
The shopping carts, incidentally, 
find their way into the harbor, 
Goodman said Monday, by boaters 
and fisherman who load up their 
groceries for board and then deep-six 
the shopping cart.
Most unusual Item brought to the 
surface bv Scan O’Brien and Bob 
Wilwnwa"' :t U.S, S20 bill, and arn 
prize both men received a diving 
knife, Largest single item recovered 
was a chrome phiitcd \';in bumper .and 
W.arrcn Freeman and .Andy Ilagrm 
received T-shirts for their work.
Dinner at the Hotel Sidney was the 
prize awarded John and Graeme 
Teague who between them brought 
up the most bottles. Most musical 
item found by Dave Richards was a 
single kettle and his prize was a 
record from Sidney Music. Prize for 
bringing up the most junk went to 
Stanley Cosburnc and Nick Richards 
who won free air cards from Rimpnc. 
This entitles them to receive free 
compression for their diving tanks 
for the next 20 dives.
Winner of the lucky draw was 
Chris Sprague, who won a depth 
gauge.
It’s the sixth year running 
Goodman has organized the harbor 
tican-up. “It gets the cobwebs out of 
yovir system after Clitiruinas and at 
the same time we do a bit of civic 
duty,” he explained, There was 
unusually high water tills year and 
“quite a bit of current which taxed 
divers,” he said.
C and R Disposal volunteered the 
company's service'; and carted the 
junk away. Bringing Up the booty.
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Teachers coo! off
Continued from Page 1 
will use the one-month postponement 
to develop a local plan for work-to- 
rule. Under the Public Schools Act 
the minimum required of teachers is 
arrival 15 minutes prior to morning 
classes and five minutes before af­
ternoon session.
McMurphy says it is un­
derstandable that some teachers will 
oppose the suspension of sports and 
club activities. The postponement 
will allow those teachers involved 
with projects outside school hours to 
reschedule or make alternate 
arrangements where possible.
Thieves ^slipped past’ family
A rash of break-ins at homes in Sidney and 
North Saanich, and particularly in the Ardmore 
area, has local RCMP concerned.
The break-ins, which took place over the 
holiday season, all involved entry through an 
unlocked door. Police had no estimate of the total 
amount lost, but said items stolen included 
household items, stereo components, chainsaws, 
and a tool box.
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Where to talie yoiir visitors & friends
.......
RCMP Sgt. Bob Hobson said the break-ins 
appeared to start about Dec. 16, with the latest 
one taking place Christmas day. He said the 
break-ins totalled more than half a dozen, some 
while homeowners were away, and others while 
they were in the house.
A typical break-in involved an Ardmore home 
in which thieves entered through an unlocked 
front door sometime between 10 and 10:50 p.m.
Hob.son said the thieves slipped past the family 
who were watching television in another room 
just 15-feet away. The television was turned up 
and the front door only in partial view of the 
family, Hob.son said.
Footprints were later traced leading from the 
front door to the back yard. “These are large 
homes that have been entered and are unlocked,’’ 
'Hobson explained. “They’re easy entry.”
He said a number of cars in the Ardmore area 
were also hit and stereo equipment taken. Hobson 
advised Ardmore residents, and resiQc.nts 
throughout the area, to secure their homes 
properly and report anything suspicious to the 
police.
Meanwhile, in other police news:
•Chcach’s Pinball Palace, 9787 4th Street, was 
the scene of a break-in Christmas day. Police 
found the cash register sitting on the floor and an 
unknown sum of money taken.
•Three days before Christmas three cars parked 
along side streets in Sidney were broken into and 
Christmas gifts stolen. Police said the cars were 
unlocked at the time.
•That same day Capt. D.F. Walton of Bren­
twood Bay came to an unexpected halt on the Pat 
Bay Highway after hitting a concrete goose in the 
middle of the southbound lane.
®.A car parked in front of a MacDonald Park 
Road residence was broken into last week and 
stereo equipment stolen. .
•Police checked a total of 125 vehicles over the
weekend in their drinking-driving crackdown and 
charged two drivers with impaired driving and 
issued two 24-hour roadside suspensions.
A full complement of officers will be working 
this week in preparation for New Year’s eve, with 
the usual program of checking vehicles. “We’re 
not easing up at all,” commented Hobson.
Local residents are also asked to call police if 
they see a suspected drinking driver.
Meanwhile, Wttorney-General Allan Williams 
announced last week he wants 21 recom­
mendations aimed directly at bad drivers to be 
included in a new Motor Vehicles Act for next 
spring.
The tougher regulations include:
•Reintroduction of fines together with penalty 
points.
•A licence suspension for accumulating more 
than 15 points in a year and seizure of vehicles 
driven by suspended motorists.
•Persons driving in excess of 30 kilometres an 
hour over the speed limit be required to attend 
court and receive a fine and six points.
•Persons ticketed for driving inattentively arid 
without care and reasonable consideration for 
others — currently six point infractions — also 
be required to attend court.
•Mandatory one-month suspensions for drivers 
who have accumulated 15 points during the 12 
months immediately preceding another traffic 
violation.
•Probationary one-year licences to new drivers 
and those who have completed a period of 
suspension.
•Recording of out-of-province violations by 
B.C. drivers.
•Abolition of ICBC penalty-point premiums 
and the motor vehicle branch’s $25 assessment to 
drivers with 10 demerit points.
•Legislation making radar detectors illegal in 
the province.
The festive season 
proved to be a quiet one 
for Central Saanich 
police but several 
holidaying residents 
returned to find their 
homes broken into.
Break and enters were 
reported Dec. 27 and 28 
from homes on Wallace 
Drive, West Saanich 
Road, Hagan Road and 
Lisnqe Avenue. Several 
of the homes had been 
gone through e.xtensively 
and owners are .still 
determining the extent
of loss.
“Young grinches” are 
believed to be 
responsible for the 
break-ins says police 
chief Bob Miles.
A.s well, Brentwood 
I'ood Giant on West 
Saanich Road was 
robbed of approximately , 
$500 in cash and a 
q uaht ity ; of cigarettes. 
Brentwood Texaco was 
the ; target df wilful 
damage Dec. 26 whenVa 
front window valued at 
$224 was smashed.
Police attended two 
early morning fires Dec. 
24. Only minor damage 
was caused in a 
Silverdale residence 
chimney fire. A wall fire 
in a Tamany Drive home 
caused some smoke 
damage.
Drinking drivers did 
not pose a : major 
problem Tor loca police 
with only two 24-hour 
roadside ; suspensions} 
given to a Central 
Saanich and Victoria
man.
Miles says increased 
public awareness 
through ongoing anti­
drinking and driving 
campaigns and roadside 
checks have contributed 
to fewer drinking drivers 
on the road.
“You find a lot of
vehicles are left parked 
in drinking establi sh- 
nient lots overnight,” 
Miles said Monday. 4 ^
V you had a rubber 
Bat mobile ^t 1 every ■ 
corner it irught r«^lly. 
help.”
Winner of 
The Lion’s Club 400















(across from Shopwise) 
9 am to 5 pm Daily 
— Come in & Browse —
656-5340
for moimties? ;3if:
A request from the 
Siciney/North Saanich 
RCMP for a grant and 
dinner and dance for 
RCMP auxiliaries has 
been sent to North 
.Sa;u)ich finance com­
mittee for consideration.
In making the request 
Stull Sgi. Ken Watson 
pointed out the 
auxiliaries have
voluntarily work' f 
total of 2.787 hr 
the first 10 mrjflf;' 
lliis year. ‘“
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Central Saanich barn 
fires will he miule public 
by next week, police 
cliief Bob Miles said 
Moiulay,
due very
Miles said Two cori- 
siahles were assigned full 
ime to (he investigation 
asi week and a' full
^ I epori was 
soon.:
The investigation 
followed :i fire Dec. 10 
III a barn on \Vallace 
Ditvc owned by Cieoff 
Vanireiglu in whicli 
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file Dee, 13 al a barn on 
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Record high temperatures and 
heavy rains which resulted in minor 
flooding highlighted unusual holiday 
season weather on the peninsula last 
week.
The Pat Bay Airport weather 
office reported three straight days of 
record warm temperatures, including 
a 15.5 reading Christmas day.
That broke the previous record of 
10 on Dec. 25, 1943 and neared the 
all-time record for any December day 
of 16.1 on Dec. 2, 1940.
The record warm spell continued 
the following two days with a 14.5 
recorded Boxing Day, breaking the 
old mark of 13 set in 1947, and a 13.3 
Saturday, breaking the 1953 mark of 
11.7.
'A weather office spokesman said a 
fourth straight day of record tem­
peratures had been anticipated 
Stinday, but failed to materialize.
The Dec. 28 record is 12.2, set in 
1945, but Sunday’s high only reached 
11.4 — still warm for this time of 
year.
One weather office spokesman 
said the warm weather was sucking 
up the moisture and easing some of 
the flooding problems on the Island, 
but that didn’t seem to hold true 
Boxing Day.
Some 45 mm of rain was reported 
Boxing Day, more than one-quarter 
the 181 mm total for the month of 
December. That monthly total is 
nowhere near the December record 
of 294.9 mm set in 1972, but is above 
the December average of 145.5 mm.
Nevertheless, this year’s Boxing 
Day downpour created some 
problems for peninsula residents in 
all three municipalities.
North Saanich public works 
foreman George Hartshorne said he 
was kept busy over the holidays with 
about half a dozen calls of water 
running from ditches onto roads, but 
said roads were never impassable.
In one instance rain was so strong 
it washed some large debris from a 
home under construction down a 
culvert and into the middle of the 
road.
Elsewhere a home on Bakerview 
had its basement flooded, while in 
Ardmore a tree blew over, narrowly 
missing power poles and blocking 
traffic for a short time.
In Sidney Ted Clarke, director of 
public works, said only two incidents 
of Hooding were reported — both on 
Boxing Day morning.
On 7th Street a back-up in the 
Sidney elementary school yard drains 
contributed to four inches of water in 
one resident’s basement.
Meanwhile, on Malaview internal 
problems made for wet carpets in one 
home. Clarke added crews were 
pleased to see no recurrence of last 
month’s flooding problems on 
Bradford Avenue.
In Central Saanich minor flooding 
was reported along Keating 
Crossroad at one point, and two 
Lochside homes under development 
were also hit.
Weathermen said the rain and 
warm temperatures are a result of a 
flow from the'southwest both on the 
surface and aloft. He said similar 
warm temperatures and rain have 
occurred in the past, but the latest 
system is more consistent.
“It’s continue for the next two or 
three days anyway,’’ he said Monday 
afternoon.
Want to know your 
alderman’s favorite 
author? His most hated 
title? Then you won’t 
have much longer to 
wait.
Following through 
with an earlier 
suggestion. North 
Saanich council library 
representative Aid. 
Edgar Farthing has 
asked fellow aldermen 
for their views on books 
carried by the local 
library.
In a Dec. 8 
memorandum to other 
council members. 
Farthing said, “As a 
means of testing the 
quality of the book 
selection for the library 
would you care to 
provide your ideas on 
the authors or books the 
library should include.
“Conversely, if there 
are any books in the 
library you think are out 
of date, unnecessary or 




examination of the 
library’s book pur­
chasing method at a 
Dec. 1 council meeting, 
saying it would pinpoint 
serious omissions and 
reveal if funds are being 
used to purchase “out 
and out rubbish”.
Tory meet Jan. 8
rs
thistle
It’s final — the white 
fawn lily and great blue 
heron are North 
Saanich’s official 
municipal flower and 
':bir(S.;,'' ■
; Coui^ii approved the 
lily and^jl^ron at its Dec. 
'15 if meeting, but not 
before Aid. Jim 
Cumming said he would 
\ still prefer the Scottish 
'thistle as the' official 
:^>1ower.
’‘The lily and heron 
lire winners of last 
hmer’s municipal- 
1e contest to choose 
^.official flower and
-Ald%.r^‘'ngel said 
xnin'f* like to sec the
i.iormal
lily protected and 
disruption of its habitat 
in North Saanich 
prohibited. He suggested 
adding the lily to the 
province’s list of
protected plants, which 
already includes the
white trillium, dogwood, 
and some orchids.
The heron, a
migratory bird, is 





will hold a special 
general meeting Jan. 8 at 
7:30 p.m. in Claremont 
high school, National 




Sunday 9:45 a.m.—Teaching 11:00 a.m. Worship 
Family Teaching and Worship 
Panorama Leisure Centre (upstairs lounge)
Wednesday, Thursday 7:30 — Home'Sharing Groups
Pastor Mel Hoskyn 652-9572
service
The Sidney-San Juan 
Islands-Anacorlcs ferry 
service will coiitimie lo 
operate a normal winter 
seli'edule over the New 
Year holiday,
The ferry leaves the 
Sidney terminal al 12:30 
p.rn. daily, and leaves 
Anacortes al 8:40 a,in. 
.daily. The vessel makes 
San Juan Island pons of 
call in both directions, 
Slopping at San Juan, 
Orcas, Shaw’s, and 
Lopez Islands,
Holitlay travellers are 
advised to be at let- 
minals a iniiiimuin of 
lute hour before 
dcpariurc,
... ■ J
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constitution will be 
elected and speeches 
heard from MP Don 
Munro and Don Taylor, 
federal vice-president of 
the PC Association of 
B.C.
I,',. 1 .'lu'.f ■ ■ a./-'',




FROM DEC. 26th to JAN. 15th
EXCELLENT QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
7181 West Saanich Rd.
In Bnautiful BriRntivocid Bmy 652^1821
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Pa%e 4 Wednesday, December 31, 1980
Max. Temp (25th) 15.5 
Min. Temp (23rd) 3.4 
Mean 9.7
WEATHER SUMMARY 
WmK Ending 28 Dec., 1980
Rain 85.3 
Snow Nil
Total (or Year 1011,4 
Sunshine 8.6 
Total lor Year 1942.2
LONG TERM AVERAGES
Mean Max. 6.9
Record Max. (15.5) 25lh Dec. '80 
Mean Min. 1.2
Record Min. (-13.3) 28th/'68 
Mean Temp 4.0 
Precipitation 843.9
view from Mount Newton of Patricia Bay and Deep Cove,
Carol Berger Photo.
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Disastrous image iisiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiisiBisiiiiiiiamiiieiiiiiiisiiiiiiiiiisiiiiiig letters
Attend The Church ot Your Choice This Weekend
I't
Did the executive image created by 
Gillain Manor’s founders eventually 
destroy all chances of it success, was it 
simply that $175 a day for treatment of 
an alcoholic at this institution was just 
too much for .some people to swallow 
and spelled its doom from the very 
beginning?
There are two main reasons given for 
Gillain’s failure to succeed. First, Gillain 
Foundation spokesman. Dr. Cecil 
Brown, admits the executive image was 
one the foundation could never shake 
and that the manor had failed in its 
attempt to cast off the image’ of 
executive alcoholics getting off the bottle 
in a luxurious hotel.
The second blow came when Gillain 
was: refused funding by the health 
ministry, despite an assurance by Health 
Minister Rafe Mair that he was prepared 
to reimburse Gillain at the rate of $56.86 
a day for B.C'. residents attending the 
facility “providing the patients are 
referred to Gillain Manor by the 
professional staff of the Drug and 
Alcohol Commission.” Such referrals, 
of course, were dependent on all beds 
being full in government residential 
;t r eat nieht centres''i:L:^
And ,thbre’s the rub . According to th e 
cornmissipn, J beds ■were, never full and 
therefibre: there w^ ;; no Sneed to ref^ 
patients to Gillain — a situation which 
spelled disaster for the institution. ; 
Altbqugh Gillain wa.s designed to ac­
commodate W patients it averaged no 
more than 20 a month. ; j l
Gillain Fpiindation has now placed 
its case before provincial ombudsman 
Karl Friedman on the grounds that the 
operation continued at the institution on 
the basis of a provincial ministry 
commitment which was not honored 
From today it has terminated the jobs of 
some 46 people and, until directors meet 
later this' week the future of this 
luxurious multi-million dollar establish­
ment is unknown^
If, however, after Gillain’s case has 
been dealt with by Friedman and the 
health minister and the commission 
retain their present stand, we have two 
•suggestions.
The government could purchase 
Ciillain and open it as another treatment 
centre lor alcoholics. Or, remembering 
that long, waiting list of sick people 
needing beds and oeprations at the 
Royal .lubilcc Hospital, why not use 
Gillain as an overflow for those elderly 
people in RJH extended care who are 
taking up iho.se precious beds?
Flattered
I am flattered to be seen by John Barker as a 
knight in armour even if a misguided one. But the 
weekly cost of the library to the taxpayers of 
North Saanich is not the 25 cents he quotes per 
user but probably — since no accurate figures are 
available — about $2.50 or say $125 a year. 
Perhaps Mr. Barker would agree that it is worth 
questoning whether all this money is being wisely 
spent.
In my experience the library might be fairly said 
to be managed by the u.sers and for the users. The 
emphasis is on the quality of service and the 
resulting costs receive little consideration. For 
example, if one enquires in Sidney about a book 
not shown in the catalogue the facility now exists 
for the staff to interrogate instantaneously the 
records in Nanaimo. This is a help to a few people 
but it is the sort of refinement or luxury even for 
which in my opinion the taxpayers should not be 
asked to pay.
At the present time when taxpayers are suf­
fering from rece.ssion and inflation, it seems 
particularly inappropriate for the library to be 
taking more of their money in order to improve 
the service. What is wrong with, the existing 
service? Or is the aim improvement for its own 
sake? ■
Finally the taxpayers of North Saanich are 
penalised in my opinion by the method used to 
share the costs of the 'Vancouver Island Regional 
Library. Per capita of population they pay more 
than any othermember and four times as much as 
the smallest contributor. They can be argued to be 
subsidising libraries in many other locations, 




to express my views in an effort to ex­
plain our, position with regard to pensions: We,
tS3chers of B.C., are upset and sincerely
concerned about the future pensions of our older 
collegues.
Obviously, I -would like to see full indexing 
returned. In 1974 we agreed with the government 
that full indexing was needed (inflation was only 7 
per cent) and in exchange for full indexing we 
would trust the government to use our funds to 
the best advantage for the province. Thus it seems 
to me we helped the province prosper. We are 
consumers of capital, we do not produce revenue. 
All our services are paid from government funds. 
Our pension is one more part of our wage 
package.
Through the ’70s we, as a federation, did not 
, worry about matched contributions, etc., because 
we were secure in the government promise of 
indexing. Now, unilaterally, we have had this 
taken away. This just is not fair. For me per­
sonally, it is not an issue for many years, 
however, 1 feel a sincere responsibility to the 
many teachers recently on pensions who have 
worked for 30 or even 40 years. (Many of those 
years were certainly not years when their salaries 
were as healthy as mine is now).
Because of Bill 29 they are going to lose a 
significant percentage of their buying power. The 
government should not penalize people with little 
, or no power. Those people deserve more, not less. 
Heavens, think of the service they have given to 
our province.
We must guarantee fully indexed pensions to 
those already on pension and work together — 
negotiate — to solve the problem of inflation in 
the future. We can do this if we and the gover­
nment sincerely listen to each other and assume 
some trust.
Our local Saanich Teachers’ Association has a 
mandate right now to begin work to rule Jan. 5.
Our executive, as a sign of good faith in the
compassio.n and reasonableness of our govern­
ment, has decided to postpone any- job action 
until Feb. 16. NVe feel this will allowThe goverr 
nment to listen to otir position carefully and open 
negotiations to solve our dilemma. As you may 
know, this has been our strategy before.
We chose not to join totally with BCGEU in the 
spring but .rather to write and petition the 
' government through established, non-adversary 












Wed., Jan. 7 
7:30 p.m. Bible Study I 
& Prayer Meeting
t *






Sunday, Jan. 4 
Christinas II
8:00 a.m. Communion 
10:00a.m. Morning 
All welcome Prayer 
Priest in Charge:
Rev. R.H. Howson 
598-3742
OUR LADY DF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 







10030 Third St., Sidney
10:30 a.m. Sunday





“The first thing we do, let’s Idll all the 
lawyers." Henry VI, Part II, IV, il
If you read much, you probably know that 
Jack Batten is a writer. If you read much of Jack 
Batten, you know that he is a very good writer. 
He is also a lawyer. His legal career lasted four 
years. In 1963, he left the profession to make his 
way in the world by writing magazine articles, 
newspaper features, and on-fiction books. He 
then had a smattering of experience in almost 
every aspect of law, but decided It wasn’t for him. 
After miLsing with a legal friend as to why, he 
decided to talk to more lawyers and to record in 
nciioiii lawyers of all sorts from every part of 
Canada, Tlic result could be pretty dull stuff, but 
il isii’i. 1 didn’t find one dull page.
If you have any appetite for the stuff of law 
and lawyers this is for you. Batten tells 
everything you would like to know about what 
riioiha.s Jeffcr.son called a "dubious and talkative
profession.” The book — Lawyers — is not 
written for lawyers, although Canadian lawyers 
will have the added enjoyment of recognizing 
familiar people, places and problems.*
The flavour of the book is reminiscent of Tom 
Wolfe. Although Batten’s style is very much his 
own, it is as compelling as Wolfe’s, and as rich in 
sociological and cultural reality. Batten knows his 
craft: the detail is right, and a smooth momentum 
keeps the reader moving through engagingly 
presented stories. And the lawyers he interviews 
arc worth knowing about and seem very 
authentic.
While learning a lot about Canadian lawyers 
and the Canadian legal system, one also learns a 
lot about Canadian social, political and cultural 
values. All of this is picked up in Lawyers without 
a him of pedantry or philosophizing.
This intriguing new book is now available from 
cither the Brentwood or Sidney-North Saanich 
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I’rom (he Dec. 30,1920, edition of The Ueview.
Rc.sidenis; nuihci'cd in the Burquist Theatre last 
ritursday evening to coiLsider Hie disirid'.s 
nneinployment sinintion.
Citairnum, W.H, Dawes referred to the 1915 
closure of tite mill and how re-opening had 
changed ihc local condition. He also spoke on the 
com|)nny'.s policy to replace Chinese labor with 
while men, with the result that approximately 120 
white men were employed out of 160 employees. 
The consequeucc was an increased population, 
litany of Whom were married, and that it was 
almost impossible to secure a home unless by 
ptirchasc.
50 YEARS AGO;
From the Dec. 25,1930, edlllon of The Review.
Is there anythingmakes 4nc feel so good.
and downs of life 
Ikscing Christma.s
makes one forget the little iqw
and communicate.^ that effeif___ ................... ..
spirit as the laughter nnd cnjbyrncm of Ihc young 
ciiildren at this season of the year?
Farems and children who joined the Ninth
Suanlcli service Club’s amiunVClirisimas tree Inst
Friday were soon in the grip of childish laughter. 
40 YEARS AGO;,
I’luni the lAc, i$, J940, eOilinii u| I hf Review.
A large and enthusiastic crowd of people 
gailiered on Saturday, Dec, 21 to make the North 
Saanich Service Club C|iii.simns .SiMl party nnd
(lance the most successful ever held.
The hall was beautifully decorated for tlie 
occasion having been previously used for the 
bridge party Wednesday. After competing for 
prizes of chickens, ducks, cakes and puddings a 
supper aiul dance was held.
l o close the party, the club wished all a merry 
C.Tiiistmits and joined in for the rousing cheer 
"There’ll Alwny.s be an England."
30 YEARS AGO;
I rmn the Dec. 27,19.50, edition of The Review:
Residents of this district who were dreaming of 
a vvliiic Christmas were disiippoinicdtliis year as a 
wet week led up to a mild Christmas Day.
Grandson of the rir,st white woman to live in 
Sidney, John Ellis Watson Reid, passed away in 
St, .loscph's ho.spiial, Victoria, on Christmas Day 
at .51 years of age.
rite dcccu.sed was the son of the late John Reid 
and Mrs. Reid. Mrs. Rdd is the former Mary 
Ullzabcth Roberts, daughter of Mr/nnd Mr.s. Sam 
Ruberls.
TO VEAnS AGO;,
I mm (he Dee. 2fl, I960, edillon of The Review.
I’aiiiciii Bay Airport will be the scene of heavy 
activity New Year’s Dtiv when the last flights will 
be made here by the DC 3 aircraft to be wltli- 
drawn from service by T.C.A.
While visitors will be given courtesy tonrs in the 
retiring twin-crigincd machincs. on display will he
the new turbine-powered Viscount aircraft 
capable of 315 mile.s per hour.
Sun., Jan. 4 
9:30 a.m, Mattins,
Junior Church 
Wod., .Jan. 7 
10:00 a.m. Cornmunion
ST. STi;pJJEN’.S 
Sun., Jan. 4 
lliOOa.m, Sunday
School
lit 15a.m. Communion 
Rev. IViin Fullrr 
652-21112 
Office 6.52-4:t11 
9 to 12 noon 
Mond.iiy lo Fritl.iy
Newly arrived in North Saanich to establish a, 
new golf course on McTavish Rond is Percy 
CTiddle. He comes lo North Sanich from 
Wawanesa. Manitoba, with his wife amlfamily.
Pioncer.s of the Manitoba community, the 
family has left two hand-fashioned houses, 
several log barns, a nine-hole golf course, seven, 
grass tennis courl,s, a small cultivated farm and 
500 head of cattle.
Their Wawanesa c.stme. St. Albk’s, ha.s been 
acquired by a group of Winnipeg and eastern 
investors.
10 YliARS jkGOt
I rom (he Dec. .30,197(1, etillion of The Review, 
Joint Sidney and North Saanich activitie.s have 
come to a halt after the decLsion by North Saanich 
council to withdraw support of the pool as a 
centennial project.
Ihc Sidney group ha.s however,, received in­
dividual offers of help from North Saanich 
members, according to Aid. Norma Senley.




,5.363 P.U B.iy Mwy,
Sunday, Jan. 4 
9:30 a.m. Family 
Church School 
10:30 a.m. " Morning 
Worship and 
Cofleo Followship 




Student World’s Crystal Hall Predictions — 
Mount Doug! Whirl’s going to happen to our city 











Pastor Ernie Kratofil 
Phone 477-8478


































792 Sea Dr. 
Brentwood Bay
Sunday, Jan. 4
8:30 a.m.. Communion 
11:00 a.m. Morning 
Prayer










Third St., Sidney 
Sunday, Jan. 4 
Christmas 11
8:00 a.m. Communion 
11:00 a.m. Choral
7:00 p.m. Youth Group

























Rosihaven Dr., Sijhcy ’^'^y
SERVICES
9:30 a.m. l-ytuid.iv 
StudyIHOOa.ttt. wi'orshi):
7:.i0 p.m. Wecinesd.ty 
Prayer
Ail. /W/; WELC.OME
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channels. Unfortunately, those strategies didn’t 
ttffect change so we have demonstrated a strong 
commitment to acting if it is absolutely necessary.
Make no mistake in knowing that our concerns 
are firmly planted in being responsible and 
reasonable about our children’s welfare. 
Although our primajy concern is our respon­
sibility to our children we also have a definite 
responsibility to our profession and to our 
colleagues.
Basically, I seek the right to bargain for my 
pension and the pensions for my older, already 
retired colleagues. 1 trust this letter has given you 
some sense of our feelings and position with 
regard to full indexed pensions.





VVe at Realty World, Sidney Realty Ltd., would 
Vikc to say a sincere thank you to all those 
generous people who made donations to the 
Time.s-Colonist 1,000 Christmas Fund this year. 
Most of you have been donating for several years 
now and we wish to advise you that this year was 
the best ever! We collected a total of $3,136.76 
through our office which is over $1,000 more than 
last year!
We hope your Christmas will be extra special 
this year. To all of you who couldn’t make it this 
year, please keep it in mind for next year. We will 
be collecting again in 1981 as we have for the past 
five years and every donation, no matter what the 
amount, gives some less fortunate family a hand. 
Merry Christmas to you all and a Very Happy 
New Year!!!
John Bruce Sr., 




It was rather surprising to observe the political 
namby-pamby arising out of U.S. Coast Cjuard 
approval of plans to bring a supertanker in excess 
of 125,000 tons up the American side of the 
Straits of Juan de Fuca. Surely these purveyors of 
doom and gloom are aware that;
®Arco has been building 188,000 ton D.W.T. 
tankers for three years for the Alaskan oil trade.
•The Canadian West'Coast oil port inquiry was 
shelved in 1978 after $1.4 million was eaten up in 
promotion and lawyers’ fees. No marine experts 
were called and ship information that reached the 
inquiry level was scant. The inquiry actually
lasted a total of 29 hours - sufficient only for 
batteries of lawyers to do some grand standing.
•There are more ships now entering the Rosario 
Straits area than there has ever been in the past 
(since Canada cut off pipeline supplies to Cherry 
Point, Ferndale and Anacortes (1977), and these 
ships are more likely to be unsafe than newer, 
larger ships (see Lloyds’ casualty lists). Finally, 
the most striking paradox of all, as we continue to 
hurl abuse at the Americans —
•There is no law in place to prevent tankers in 
excess of 125,000 coming up the Canadian side of 
the Straits!
Really, are there any grounds whatsoever to 
criticize? Time we put our own house in order 
first, surely.
Robert Ward 
chartered marine engineer, 
Sidney
Mini course worked
Thank you so very much for giving publicity to 
our first ever effort at bringing facts about 
epilepsy to the attention of Victorians.
The mini-course at Camosun College was a 
great success — 45 adults attended and enjoyed it.
Part of the credit is due to your kind offices in 




An open letter to Ken Buffam, director of work 
experience, School District No. 63, 9751 Third 
Street, Sidney.
At our Christmas dinner on Dec. 11, we had 
two very nice young men taking pictures for the 
Sidney Review. 1 was surprised to learn that these 
two young men were high school students who 
were working for the Review under your work 
experience program, and get points for their 
performance from you and their employer. Under 
these circumstances, we thought we should write 
and tell you that they both were very quiet and 
well behaved and managed to get around the hall 
very effectively. Of course we haven’t seen the 
results but even if they were not too impressive, 
their efforts and deportment were.
I, personally, would like to congratulate you on 
this program. 1 have always fe|t that students find 
the regular courses rather boring and breaks of 
this kind add incentive as well as showing what 
they will have to face when they leave school and 
whether they will or will not like the course they 
are trying. 1 hope your program will be expanded.
[Mrs.] G.P. McDicken, 
i ..secretary,;
Old'Age Pensioners’ Organization, 
Branch No. 25, Sidney
Reunion
SIDMEY MEAT MAHiCET
9786 - 2nd Street 656-7535 
ALL OUR MEAT IS AGED, GRAIN-FED, CANADA “A”
Stevenslon senior secondary school is 
celebrating its 25th anniversary and holding a 
reunion for .students and teachers Nov. 19, 20, 21, 
1981. Anyone who is interested in attending 
should contact Fred Hilderman at 10440 No. 2 
Road, Richmond, B.C. V7E 2E3 or phone 604- 
277-7155.
Gayle Ediger 
committee chairperson, and 
Don MacLellan 
publicity co-ordinator
To be considered for publication, letters to the 
editor must bear name and address of writer. 
Requests for this information to be withheld will 
only be granted in exceptional circumstances. 
Letters may be edited for clarity and brevity.
TURKEYS Grade‘A’. All sizes ..... |b.*l‘®
ENGLISH STYLE BANGERS 
BEEF HIND QUARTERS ib.*2^®
BEEF SIDES   .............................ib.*l®®
FREEZER PACKS'^AVAILABLE
I Weight loss in cutting, boning and trimnning will increase prices per pound. I
Staff wins 
long weekend
N o !' t h Saanich 
municipal employees 
will start their New Year 
on tlic right foot with an 
extended holiday break. 
Council agreed at a Dec. 
15 meeting to give the 
employees a holiday 
1 riday, Jan. 2.
With the statutory 
holiday Thursday, Jan. 
1 and the weekend, il 






Starts Monday, Jao. 5th























"Stay with us —
30 Beautifully Appointed Tudor Rooms"
2476 Mt. Nowlon X Rood 652*1146
On Pnirirm Rnu t-ltnhuwnu 5 AAiInc Irnm l-arrw
SUNDAY
BUFFET
11:30 -2:30 p.m. 
We will be carving 
a hip of beef 





















Royal Oak Centre 











A’ WHAT BETTER WAY TO 
^ START THE NEW YEAR THAN 
BY EXTENDING OUB BEST WISHES 
TO OUR LOYAL FRIENDS AND 
PATRONS. HAVE A HAPPY 
AND SAFE NEW YEAR.
SEE YOU IN 1981!
iff" 'X
/ V I > 11 i r.
Because they've discovered the convenience andfuii service of the
I TV«/I >v-r>*
Kip
iiW Kil ittii *






EXPERIENCED IN CONVENTIONAL 
AND MODERN HAIRSTYIING 
PERMS (BODY WAVES), COLOURING 
AT THE NEW
fAARI NA COURT on 2nd S*r*«t
TUES..SAT. 8:30-3:30 656-4443
There’s hidden
costs in those 
licence fees





For TWO Days Only 
Friday & Saturday, Jan. 2nd & 3rd 
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Don't miss this opportunity to obtain original works of arts and 




Wc arc pleased to offer our annual subscription rate of S 10.00 which can be 




bill in and mail the coupon to: 
The Sidney Review 
P.O. Bo,\ 2070 
Sidney, B.C. V8L 3S5
Sidney council has decided to increase business 
licence fees in the town, not just to bring them in 
line with other municipalities but to “provide a 
more equitable structure and to cover increased 
costs that have occurred over the last 10 years as 
. licence fees have not been adjusted since 1970” 
town administrator Geoff Logan wrote John 
Salvador of Salvador Realty, Beacon Avenue.
Logan was replying to a letter written by 
Salvador and published in the Dec. 17 edition of 
the Sidney Review. Salvador criticized the town’s 
decision to increase the fees merely in order to 
bring them in line with other municipalities and 
wrote he was seeking a “good reason” for the 
increase before he could go along with it.
Logan explained licence fee costs include such 
items as police costs to patrol for insecure 
business premises; increased garbage collection; 
contribution to the chamber of commerce tourist 
information centre; parking enforcement and 
administrative controls.
And he pointed out that, in fact, in Salvador’s 
case his licence fees had not increased, the total 
lee being “actually less than the previous year due 




is now on for the month '
of January
at Miyce's Fashifms
T^Pant Suits 'A'Sv\/eaters 
'^Dresses -nir Skirts 
3^ Blouses
Please enter my subscription for one year. L—I 
Please enter my subscription and bill me later. L_J 




Also see our Special Rack 
of Real Bargain Prices.
Mailing Address
See us 
early at %ce’s fashions
"Servini’ The Peninsnhi Since 1912"
Comer of Wallace & West Saanich Rd.
(at the Stop Lights)
7105 W. Saanich Rd.
Phone 652-3143
• «t8«88««8«tt«l«e*8 •••••• S88«88 8 8 •••• Si* ■••«««8«0aa8««*88gi9tit««»M08attttM"»8M0
.1 C§ak
AFTER CHRISTiM SillE
AFX- Road Race TYCO train accessories






Leisure world Phono 479-7814
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Summergate
ideal for retired folk
It’s the first of its kind in Canada and for many 
older people could be termed ideal living. 
Described by one resident as “kinda VIPish” (the 
cheapest home is $70,000) you have to be aged 45 
or over to qualify for residence and children — 
e.xcept as visitors — are not allowed.
It’s Summergate Village on Canora Road in 
Sidney, a self-contained community comprising 
150 homes currently being expanded to a limit of 
235. The homes, modular units similar in design 
to mobile homes, are shipped in from Vancouver 
and permanently attached to a foundation.
Residents purchase their units and piece of land 
and enjoy communal facilities — a recreation 
centre which includes a swimming pool, hot tub, 
library, dance hall, arts room, ceramic centre and 
woodwork shop.
In summer there’s outdoor games. And 
Summergate even has its own orchestra.
A typical home has a good sized lounge, dining 
room-kitchen area, bedroom, bathroom, den and 
patio. As Summergate nears completion land­
scaping work throughout is proceeding, helping 
to complete an idyllic picture of a self-contained 
community owned by the people who live there.
Apart from home, land and taxes, only other 
cost to residents is $24.11 a month, each 
homeowner’s share of garbage disposal, lawn 
cutting, recreation centre and the little com­
munity’s own chatty newspaper — Summergate 
News.
The rules are strict - no clothes lines, you can’t 
paint your house bright red or leave junk lying 
around the yard area but if you can’t wholly 
indulge yourself there are compensations. For 
retired people (although some residents still work) 
there are few headaches. No noisy children. No 
gardens to dig or lawns to mow — and if you’re 
lonely there’s plenty of companionship down at 
Summergate’s recreation centre.
Who lives there? They come from all parts of 
Canada — especially the prairies. There’s a 
retired air commodore, a naval captain, bankers, 
people from all walks of life, says a retired 
shipbuilder from Vancouver, Ralphy Burry, 
who’s wholly sold on the delights of Summergate 
Village.
Burry started courting his wife, Eileen, when he 
was 12. When they married he had $2, she had $5. 
Now — they’ll both be 64 in February — the 
couple are looking forward to spending a happy 
retirement in the village, with Burry indulging his 
hobbies of a lifetime --- numismatics and B.C. 
history.
He’s a fellow of the Canadian Numismatic 
Society — a rather exclusive bunch of people.
Ralph Burry
. . .sold on Summergate.
There are only 23 of them and “you have to be 
asked to join,” Burry explains.
Currently, he’s researching Joe’s Dairy (circa 
1940) and J.J. White, a Sidney grocery store 
whose owner in 1899 was also postmaster, 
customs officer and station agent for the railroad.
Burry is also an enthusiastic and regular 
contributor to Summergate’s monthly 
“newspaper” (Places I see when I walk my dog) 
which is edited by Ernestine Scott. Wanda 
Dickinson and Burry’s wife, Eileen, are reporters 
or “snoopers” as Eileen prefers to describe her 
activities for the paper, which is full of newsy 
items and village information, reflecting a 
.seemingly close and friendly community.
It carries results of the elected Strata Council 
meetings, committee reports, personal news items 
—- golden weddings, anniversaries, notices and 
even gives Good Neighbor Awards. September’s 
went to Alex Wilson for his work on the outdoor 
sluiffleboard and John Ford whose “initiative 
and persistence” helped get the library and hobby 
room ready for use.
For Ralph and Eileen Burry, even after a few 
short months, the village is home. Eager to share 
his pleasure in their new environment, Ralph 
ivites visitors to tour Summergate.
Eileen lives a contented life — housekeeping 
made easy in their neat, modular unit, 
“snooping” for the local newsheet and collecting 
spoons and thimbles.
Summergate Village? It’s great, say the Burrys.
Great wishes fora wonderful New Year 
from all of us to all of you.
WESTERN 
DRUG MART
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Dear Customers \
Bill #56 — The Holiday Regulations Act Requires
Certain Retailers to Close Sundays.
(ysiless otherwise approved by Referendym)
CANADA SAFEWAY Along with Those Organizations
I
I
Listed Below Have Supported Sunday Closing
I
* CHRISTIAN REfORM CHURCHES of B.C. i MEAT CUTTERS lOCAl #212 (PROVINCE WIDE)
i THE SALVATION ARMT i VANCOUVER AND DISTRICT LABOUR COUIKIL
i PRESRHERIAN CHURCH in CANADA i VICTORIA AND DISTRia LABOUR COUNCIL
i B.C. CONfERENCE ol UNITED CHURCH oi CANADA i RETAIL CLERKS UNION, LOCAL #1518 (PROVINCE WIDE)




AND FRASER VALLEY ★ B . C . DEVISIOM
POICALINVOLVMENT GROUP LOWERMAINLAND ★ B.C. DIVISION
In Compliance with the w. . .
ui uluiiii ma siohes
Many of our stores are OPEN for LATE NIGHT SHOPPING. We sin­
cerely Trust That this Change will Not Inconvenience Our Customers 
and We Want You to Know We will Do Everything Possible to Satisfy 
Your Shopping Needs With Courteous Service.
All of Us at CANADA SAFEWAY Would Like to THANK YOU For 
Your Past Support. We Look Forward to Serving You in the Future.
Sincerely Yours/
Vi'a;-..-:' •
vjiuo. s/uw ^ i c&ur\ci^^................................. .. • • • tom
SMinpni^al $C99
Previously Frozen. ||» HTH
Cooked. (*15.40 kg).... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .iPa
THEREVIEW
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Sums or Olympic 





(*2.84 kg)................. Canada Grade
YoungTUltep
'Sig, -..VgVV' -r.
Regular Brands. Frozen. 20 lbs. and over 
(*2.84 kg)................................. .. Canada Gradei
Safeway has a wide selection 













California Grown. Fancy. Size 138’s
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Leinons or limes
P'kkO’st,,
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Californiafancy, size 115 Lemons 
Off lorlda Fancy, Size 150 limes.,
■.' 4
•' '
>; XU 'Hi ■ ■ ',.ii GREEN ONIONS ii'i
fuii vk.kr'k..'
*.*'• ‘'■4.;404' , '4
4' Soulh»rn Sun. Unsweetened, 
32fLa2.(009rnL)Gla88 Jar.....
43 j k't:
. ' . Ctlifornh Grown.
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™ iiljlet Cream CornP^*"'-..I7®
™ Onion Soup ...eL
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Printing and Developing Specials
I 2 exposure roll.. ,
20 exposure roll..
TOOTH PASTE ' , I ' fi' I '
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Right Quard. Antl-Parspirant. 
Asisoflod, 250 mL Bonus Size —.





>' ■' y 41 *
y,y
Prices Effective
December 30, 31, January 2 anti 3
in your Frienilly 
SiJney Safeway Storel^^^^^























Family Resta wraiat 
Open Every Day At 11 A.M
Ciiinuixss® 6S: \f^^VfX-3U(g^^[Il;! [Fc'^aDcai
::;Light Luncheons — Soft Ice Cream
DIm® M - Take Otut
•Wayne and Lynn Fletcher 
of C.R. Disposal 
'wish all of their customers a
PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
Starting iamary 2nil^ 1981
ALL SEil¥i€E WILL BEGIN 
AT 7:3G A.fW. |
/




history and ancient 
stories will be compiled 
starting in early 
January, North Saanich 
Aid. Jay Rangel said this 
week.
Rangel said he and 
two volunteers will tape 
conversations with 
Tseycum chief Gus Bill, 
68, and hopefully 
publish a written history 
using the transcripts.
The volunteers include 
North Saanich residents 
Reg Davis and Bea 
Bond.
The recording sessions 
will be carried out with 
assistance and equip­
ment from the 
Provincial Archives.
Rangel said Bill will 
relate stories passed 
down to him from his 
parents, previous chiefs, 
and band members.
Salmon Fishing
'1^ Why search 
for moorage?
'ir Why not rent?
Low, Low 
Winter Rates
^ Start Dec. 1
BRENTWOOD
BOAT RENT ATS











$10 1st prize-Barbara Johnson
$6 2nd prize-Remi Paul
$4 3rd prize-Joanne Hughes
Consolation Prizes to:
Jason Finnigan, Glynn Bates, Monique Philion, 
Stephen McClure & Dale Weidman.
Contratulations to these winners 
and thanks to the 




North Saanich council 
has joined Sidney in 
protest against a new 
court procedure which it 
says will increase 
municipal police costs 
and reduce the number 
of members available for 
duty.
The procedure calls 
for all per.sons involved 
in cases, including 
police, to attend at the 
court at 9:30 a.m. and to 
be available on call when 
their particular case 
comes up.
“This would mean 
that unnecessary time is 
taken up by members of 
the police force resulting 
in adciitional costs to the 
municipality, both in 
dollar value and 
availability of per­
sonnel,’’ said Sidney 
council in a letter to 
North Saanich.
Aid. Dermid Bingham 
called the change 
“ridiculous”, and said 
in Ontario witnesses are 
notified two or three 
days in advance of their 
approximate time of 
court duty, so time isn’t 
wasted.
Sidney Lions president Mike Massie helps load up food, 
gifts for needy over Christmas. Review-Lions Christmas 
fund drew generous response from community and some 52 
families were helped. [See story page 1. ] Tom Cronk Photo.
Financially-troubled 
Philbrooks Shipyards 
Ltd., a longtime Sidney 
shipbuilding firm, will 
not be going out of 
business, company 
president Bill Feyrer 
announced Tuesday 
mornng.
Feyrer said a proposal 
made Dec. 22 to 
company creditors will 
allow his firm to con­
tinue limited operation 
until it can be sold.
‘fPhilbrooks will 
continue,” he said, 
adding employment 
there will grow. He said 
he has been negotiating 
the company’s sale and 
final details will be made 
public in another week 
to 10 days.
The firm hit hard
times in recent months 
following a slow-down 
in the boatbuilding 
mdustry and has laid off 
nearly 50 employees, 
i It currently has just 12 
employees on payroll 
performing repair work 
through the winter 
nidtuhs.
4 Feyrer, who took over 
as president just five 
months ago, said.
“We’ve been behind, in 
arrears with our ac­
counts for quite a 
while.”
He said so far it has 
not been possible to sell 
the company, so 
creditors agreed to 
continue support for the 
business, with the ex­
pectation that assets will 





# Faster more direct routings between 
major centres.
® More frequent service (every half hour 
during the rush hour to most areas).
# Improved evening service (every hour 
to most areas).
© Convenient transfer arrangements in 
Downtown Sidney and at Saanichton.
NEW ROUTES 
Fastbus Service
70 PAT BAY HWY:
75 CENTRAL SAANICH 
Limited Service Routes 
74 WEST SAANICH 
78 NORTH SAANICH 
TimedTVansfer Points
The new Saanich Peninsula Transit 
System has been designed around two 
focal points which permit timed transfers 
between connecting routes.
Saanichton: the connecting routes are 70 
Pat Bay Hwy.v 74 West Saanich and 75 
Central Saanich.
Saanichtoiv




■. fTiinnn nunmnna ‘i
Stflilys Cross Rd . ns
.^Marchar^l m
L ^ Duri g ftvnnmQS nnd Sundays
l<‘]< 70 Pal Hay travttls via 7& Crmirai
Hoynl Oil. mid:;:




70 Pm D«y Hwy,
7‘l Wo»t Sannich 
75 Canlnil Sn/inich 
70 North Saanich















Sidney Bus Depot: the connecting routes 
are 70 Pat Bay Hwy., 74 West Saanich 
and 78 North Saanich.
NEW FARES ,
On January 2, 1981, a revised Ure structure will also become ' ' 
efiective. The entire regional transilsystem will be divided into two 
zones, with a common zone overlf,pping both.
Adults fares will be .50 for travel witiin one zone plus the common 
zone, For travel between two zones the adult fare charged is
$1.00. o
On the Saanich Peninsula - North Saanich, Sidney, 
Saanichton and Brentwood are al included in the suburban 
zone thus requiring a two zone fate ($1.00 for an adult) to 
reach destinations in the urban zone. Cordova Bay and the 
Keatings Cross Road area are incluiled in the common zone 
Tra^ passengers mywhere in the Regional
Passengers should note that a GREEN transfer must be 
obtained for travel across zone boundaries includino the 
common zone. The green transfer serves as a fare receiot at 
zone checks when buses depart the common zone.
^ MONTHLY PASSES
Monthly bus passes will now be avdiable for Saanich Penin- 
passengers. Single zoni passes good for travel 
A. within the suburban zone and the conmon area, or the urban / 
zone and the common area, are avdiable for $18.00 A two >
'^ogionanvansl,;
Ttmolabtes are now available from thedrlver or MTOC offices. 




IT SEEMED like a good idea at the time but it 
didn’t turn out as intended, and there is an ex­
planation of how it came about that holidays 
greetings were sent to 159 people who are no 
• longer with us.
The first of my Christmas columns appeared 26 
years ago. They were never complete but each 
Christmas there were some who were left out 
because their time had run out. As the years piled 
up, Christmas time brought more and more 
memories of those on that growing list, and when 
the chance came to again send out holiday 
greetings it also brought perhaps the last op­
portunity to give them one more mention.
It was given here on Dec. 17 but the list, also 
incomplete but far too long, was published 
without the explanation which was part of the 
column. Some cutting had to be done and a 
mistake was made. It made an erribarrassment out 
of it and we can only hope that no one else was 
offended.
beats
TELEVISION’S big football experiment has 
come and, almost certainly, gone. It has been 
reported that there were mixed reactions about 
game television without announcer or com- 
^mentator, but despite areas of approval it is 
h^^jhly unlikely that the silent football telecast will 
bpcome a regular item. It may be tried again, 
■^perhaps with a better match-up than two clubs 
already out of the playoff picture, but the chances 
are there will be even less approval the second 
time around.
As a watcher who cannot tolerate the broadcast 
booth personalities who believe they are the 
entertainment and babble on and on trying to 
prove it, 1 found the silent telecast even less 
palatable. There was some relief in not having to 
listen to Howard Cosell, or the facsimile, either 
fawning over some celebrity or mouthing in­
formation supplied by others, but the silence 
somehow made watching far less relaxing.
Complete attention is hardly ever necessary in 
watching televised football. Announcers alert us 
as to when a play is about to start and when the 
situation warrants close attention, and if we 
wander away from the set we can listen to the 
description and hurry back for the replay if there
has been some significant action. But with only 
the delayed and terribly dull public address- 
system calls and visual graphics available, 
complete attention is needed. And that’s 
something that only a few games can command.
The experiment, how-ever, might not have been 
a wasted effort. Network officials just might 
realize that while the sport itself now may be show 
business it would be preferable to keep show 
business out of the broadcast booth. Fans, most 
of us, still think it is a game, and all the listening 
watcher needs and wants is a knowledgeable 
announcer and analyst concerned only with in­
forming and willing to allow the game to be the 
entertainment.
« * ♦
JOE HUDON, who moved all the way out of 
Keith Linton’s shadow by winning the 1979 
driving championship at Sandown, certainly 
stayed in the spotlight in 1980.
Not only is it likely that the hard-working ex- 
Manitoban will end the year as the leading per­
centage driver in Canadian standardbred racing 
but he beat Linton to a cherished goal by 
becoming the first western Canada driver to score 
300 victories in one year.
Hudon, who was at .440 and the only Canadian 
driver with a percentage rating higher than .400 at
the time, registered his 300th win of the year when 
he started a four-win afternoon at Cloverdale on 
Dec. 20 by reining Kimbara to a first-race victory.
The measure of that accomplishment is that 
only two drivers have managed 300-victory years 
in eastern Canada, where there is harness-racing 
six days a week for 52 weeks a year. It adds even 
more to Hudon’s stature than again leading 
Canadian drivers in the percentage rating.
♦ ♦ #
IT BEATS ME how Muhammad Ali can 
continue to con anyone, most of all the sports- 
writers and broadcasters who made it possible for 
the former Cassius Clay to attain an international 
standing and reputation not entirely in keeping 
with fact.
Perhaps it is true that Ali “saved” boxing, but 
at best that is a dubious accomplishment which 
shouldn’t set a man above others. And while it 
must be conceded that he was an excellent fighter, 
a few things should be remembered before 
arguing that he was the greatest heavyweight of 
them all, or even a man who merited the pedestal 
shoved under him by those who thought he was 
“good copy.”
He became champion for the first time when 
Sonny Liston, not about to disobey the orders of 
those who manipulate the so-called fight game, 
bowed out sitting on his stool. Then there were 
two title defences which went into the records as 
being successful because ring officials were either 
inept or influenced, and, worst of all, the title 
give-away to the confused Leon Spinks. If it 
didn’t make a betting coiip possible, it at least set 
up a rich return match against an opponent who 
could be handled easily. Most recently, perhaps 
furnishing the script used by Roberto Duran, Ali 
gave up between rounds in the title go with Larry 
Holmes.
Ali has hardly been a model champion, but that 
seems to have escaped most because of his ability 
to get attention from those who decide who gets 
it. Whether Ali was nearly as colorful as claimed 
or whether he was a paint job can be a moot 
question. He made a lot of silly noise but if he 
contributed anything worth while out of the ring 
it has escaped this notice. All he did was take, and 
he’s still reaching.
Sorry,
Carelessness on a busy 
day nearly wrecked Jim 
Tang’s popular column 
when a sentence was 
removed, making 
nonsense of the latter 
part of his article.
Our sincere apologies 
to anyone who may have 
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If it was a movie it 
might have been called 
‘‘The Earthquake 
Nobody Felt”, because 
when a earthquake 
struck off Vancouver
Island Dec. 17, it went 
virtually unnoticed — 
but only on the.island.
News stations across 
North America picked 
up reports of the strong
earthquake, and waited 
for damage estimates. 
Only, there weren’t any.
“What earthquake?” 








Shop; 6793-C Kirkpatrick Crescent 
Keating Industrial Park
Overall Series and Race Winners - 1980 Race Results
;“C'’ Series - Tsunqua Russell Island - Watermellon CanOe BaV
^Sidney Channel Series- Madeleine ; Bedwell Harbour - Interlude e •i" ^
Sidney Channel I - Sterling Shamrock Sidney Island - Romada II bailinQ L-IUu 
Canoe Rock - Tsonqua Salt Spring Island - Moondance;
g
ey Shoals - Madeleine ^ dnternadonal Boundary -Tsonqua ' 
ey Channel II - Madeleine 1 '‘A” Seriel - Quintango ,
Rock - Vagrant ^
"A” and"B” Series - Quintango
Don’t Forget, It's Dues Time. Pay now and avoid the possibility of having your results nuilifie^
Fishing Tips
’ ^ Sponsored by \
Van isle
A sticcessful fisherman f know guts a fish as soon as
he lands it to find out what the fish areTeeding orV.Tf :
; theyVe feeding on herririg he’ll use strip,Tf he;finds“f: , 
“ candlefish he might use strip or a lure, and if they're ; ;
feeding on: shrimp he'll use^a; lure for sure, but one ■:
whicli approximates; the'colour of the icV.;'.;-;.
It's a bit messy, but definitely worth the effort.
SEA
eHEsr
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TSEHUM STERNDRIVE Ud.





2075 Tryon Rd., Sidney 
at Westpoint Marina
656-1221
Open 7 Days A Week
Mon. -FrI. 9-5 Sat. - Sun. 9-2
MarmacLtili
, stern-drive leg re-building
: 'Paint'and ih^rdwarTB-sjtofe open ]Iil 4:30 seven days a week:
23Q0 fianoe Govci; ^
'tfkM Sidrifiy t656-5G33
BHXBSII
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The Best of 
The Season
THE TIDE GUIDE
Brought to you through this courtesy of ON DISPLAY
,hoh *manm
now nnd utoci « snil and power
656-7286 10431 Rcsthaven
(corner Hnrtjour Rd, & Re.sthaven)
fULFORD HARBOUR
Times .Shown arc “SinndardTIincs”
41' Canoe Cove Sports 
Sedan, 3208 Cats, 
generator, auto pilot, do«F^ 
bio stateroom forward ft 
many extras.
Dale
"Worltl's hiryi’St Biiyliiii'r ih’iili’r" 
2075 T ryon Rd„ Sidney
656-5832
m
Jail. 1 Thu. 
Jan.2Fri. 
Jan. 3 Sal. 
Jan. 4 Sun. 



































Duo to activity on re&al« boats wo are short of listings ami have clionts in- 
torostod In purclioslng. Listings of all sizes required.
Canoe Cove: Yacht:
;656-571t
2300 Canoe Cove Road 
(NoxUo tho Ferry Tormlnnl) 
Opan Bovon days 656-3915
Hjt Twin HIB ;
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® WINTftRIZE your Mnrine iTioior now. '
# Dry land slornge and haul outs 
® Authorized r(.‘pnir shop for
Johft.soii, OMC, Volvo, Mcrcrulser
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VOUKjCEOWN LIFE TEAM ON TfIS;
Serving Sidney, North & Central Saanich
. (^Residents of the 
1 .Peninsula,':
f:':::.=^-,''>Affairs-:/,-''>:;- ,=:'';^..,S
e. "h > % I
/ ''>4f|AV..s& J^Over 35 years . : ; ■,
mk^Z.'u>‘ experience in
"^the Insurance Industry.
HANK KOERTS jACK MINTON
■ Res. 656-4330 , Res. 652-40.92
Bus 3S5-9756 ' , ' ' ja,,- -tS5 0"^' h
®AccideneSickness Insurance
® Personal Insurance Planning ® Employment Benefit Plans 
«Mortgage Insurance «Annuities ^ ^ ^ ^
» Busirteselhsurahce'kicr'K^ « r;r 'C'd /i;®R;R.S;p./D.R,S.P.:
AliTEAM'OF'PROFESSIONALS^
Winter Driving Notice
At this time of year and in areas subject to 
heavy snow conditions, you will often see 
special signs requiring that your vehicle 
have good winter-tread tires or carry 
chains or, in some case, that chains be 
mounted. For your safety and that ofother 
motorists, these signs are authorized 
byiaw.
During the next few weeks, random checks 
will be carried out by the RCMP in problem 
driving areas, more particularly the Hope- 
Princeton, the Squamish Highway to 
Whistler, the Fraser Canyon, but Including 
other sections of road on Vancouver Island 
and the rest of the province subject to 
snow conditions. The operation will be In 
conjunction with tho Attorney General's 
"CountorAttack" programme, Drivers of 
vehicles not properly equipped may be 
turned back or charged.
(/
•The Ministry of Transportation and High- 
Vays is doing its best to clear snow and 
%lntain our roads in winter to make thorn 
Before driving into snow areas, make 
you have good winter tiros and are 
carrj\ng chains to make your vehicle safe.
'ti','
Be or\\\io lookout for .snow clearing and 
sandiniioqulpment, sometimes operating 
In condlt^qns of limited visibility. Their > 
Hashing iwnber lights or© warning you to 
use extroitMn csiution and slow down. Make 
sure also \h%{ you obaotvo special signing 
ana diroctiona of flagpersona If you should 
encounter therni and pleas© drive carefully.
"■‘'■tel
hi..'
■ ''V 'vlv;- ■: ■
. ,
PfOVlDC© oiBrltlsh Columbia
I Jl'ilN'or j'HANsPUH IAMOlM AND HIUtiWAYS
vmmmmmmmmmmmimm
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North Saanich council ha.s thrown its support 
behind the federal New Democratic Party in its 
opposition to the federal government’s Nov. 12 
decision to pull out of the Community Sendees 
Contribution Program.
The program — which provided S150 million in 
federal funding this year and vva,s to provide S250 
million next year — was set up in 1978 to provide 
federal assistance for municipalities needing 
essential services such as water, sewage, and 
neighborhood improvement projects.
The federal government's deci.sion to halt 
funding could threaten water and sewage projects 
on the peninsula, amounting to hundreds of 
tfio'usands of dollars in lo.st funding.
NDP leader Ed Broadbent and urban affairs 
critic Cyril Keeper, wrote in a Nov. 25 letter to 
council the federal caucus is ’‘deeply concerned 
that (the) program ... is being eliminated rather 
than expanded and that a iong-term commitment 
of funds has suddenly disappetircd.”
Broadbent and Keeper said they are also 
concerned with the effect the cutback will have on 
the economy as a whole, pointing out that the 
5250 million spent next year would have 
generated SI.5 billion, according to an estimate 
from the department of public works.
The NDP requested council answer four
questions, and the answers will then be used to 
determine the impact on individual communities.
“We would like to obtain a sufficient in- 
tormation base to initiate a national campaign 
against the federal government’s retreat from 
municipal concerns,” said the letter.
Aid. Jay Rangel called the letter “very a 
propos”, and said the federal NDP caucus should 
be thanked for the interest, and the questions 
answered.
But Aid. Dermid Bingham suggested the issue 
is a provincial responsibility, not a federal one. 
Aid. Edgar Farthing objected to Nortli Saanich 
requesting any more funding from the federal 
government.
“I’m unhappy about going to a bankrupt^ 
government in Ottawa and trying to squeeze out 
our fair share of the loot,” Farthing explained. 
He said he would “rather do without”.
But Rangel .said the federal government “exacts 
great tribute” from North Saanich taxpayers and 
the local municipality should receive something in 
return.
Meanwhile, council passed over a resolution 
reque.sting the program’s reinstatement, noting an 
earlier resolution to that effect had already been 
sent to Ottawa.
Public works minister Paul Cosgrove replied to 
that re.solution only las! week and reaffirmed 
I unding for the pro.gram w'ii! nol be reinstated.
i
Saanich Inlet Preservation Society says its fight 
against Chevron Canada’s proposed SlO-million 
tank farm for Hatch Point isn’t over yet.
In a 21-8 vote Dec. 18, Cowichan Valley 
Regional District board gave third reading to a 
bylaw approving the project and necessary 
amrnendments to its zoning bylaw and the Cobble 
Hill official settlement plan.
The proposal is now with the ministry of 
municipal affairs which must approve any 
amendments to official settlement plans. If 
approved, Chevron will be required to agree to all 
conditions imposed by various provincial 
government agencies involved before the CVRD 
gives fourth and final reading.
Society, director Alex Dryver said Saturday 
proposal opponents will“step up” protest action.
Dryver said the society wlii encourage civil 
action' including letters to Municipal Affairs 
Minister Bill Vander ZalnV voicing opposition and 
membership to the society.
Of the 50-acre Chevron tank farm site, five 
acres is designated for development; Regional 
district approval included a reduction of the 
proposed maximum site coverage from 50 per 
cent to 30 per cent of the 50-acrc site. As well. 
Chevron must post a$l million surety bond.
•• Dryver calls the board’s third reading “a 
farce.” .' ' ' i-' . .'.x
“Chevron had posters of their proposal stuck 
all over the boardroom while they (directors) w'ere 
trying to make a decision,” he said adding,“It 
vvas almost like Chevron was trying to brainwash 
.HheCVRD.'; .'
, “Other than the portrait of the queen, the rest 
ofthe decor was Chevron.”;,
North Saanich Aid. Jay Range! continues tOj 
voice opposition to the Hatch Foiui proposal and 
lias requesled a meeting with both Vander Za^m 
and Saanich and 1he Islands Ml.A Htigh Curtis. ^
“1 hope to take political action within my own 
scope," Rangel said Satvirday. Because North 
Sanich council does not meet until Jan. 5, Rangel 
says he will act as a private citizen and not as 
council representative.
“1 think its the first step in a kind of inevitable 
chain that will change the ’.vhole character of 
Saanich Inlet and it should be stopped now," he 
said.
North Saanich Mayor Eric Sherwood also 
stands firm with council’s motion opposing the 
tank larm. His biggest concern is increased 
commercial traffic in the ecologically"fragile” 
are of Saanich Inlet.
“Saanich Inlet is used mainly for recreational 
purposes and has some food values for the 
Indians,” he said. :
“But it’s already partly polluted and this would 
only portend future increased commercial 
traffic.”
serriice
You are Inyited to
Esquimalt/Saanich Progressive Conservative 
Associaton’s Special General Meeting.
Starting Jan. 2 peninsula residents will enjoy a 
major improvement in. transit service including 
new'buses and routes plus reduced fares.
Commuters living south of Keating Cross Road 
w'ill be able to ride, to and fronv downtown Vic­
toria for only 50 cents'rather than the current 75 
(cents char^;'.;' ■
■ Main peninsula routes: ( g 
70 Pat Bay Highway-- Fastbus serx'ice betveen
When: Thursday, Jankry BpI981, 7:30 p.m, : “
Where: Claremont Highschool - lunchroom, 4980 Wesley Road.
Why:,
T. To hear Donald L. Taylor, Federal Vice Pres. PC Assoc, of B.C. "Update on the 
Federal Scene in B.C.” I,
2. To hear Donald W. Munro,'MP "Update on the Federal Scene from Ottawa."
3. To elect delegates to the National Convention in Ottawa, Feb. 27-28; March 1. 
4: To amend our constitution.
5. To submit resolutions to Ottawa convention.
Come ausd bring a neighbour and a friend„
,dbWiXown';and the ferry tefuiinaU;travelling the :
and; hourly service 
'Sidneys :: , :yV', f'■
75 Central
(highw'ay between Victoria and Saanichtcmr LbcaJ, , 




‘ i Peninsula Hospital with downtown Victoria via 
( Sanichton, : Brentwood,; Keating Cross Road, 
Broadmead, Cordova “Bay and Royal Oak. i-Ialf-,
, h.our service in ru.sh Hour, hourly for the 
reinainder.
Limited service routes: ' ,
V 74 West Saanich •— Sidney to downtown via , 
Lochside, along Ml.'Newton Cros:t Road to the 
licopiiui, to VVail.'tcc and Premwood, along West , 
Saanich Road to Royal Oak and Pal Bay High- ■
, way;',, ’"
I’ublic transit will aiso give acce,ss to Rnehart 
Gardens wiih two (rips weekdays and four 
Satui'days. ,
78 North Saanich—’Fonr times a day Monday 
to Saturday, through-. Ardmore, Deep Cove,
,, Swarm Bay and Sidney. Morning rusli hour 





® Septic © Holding • Water
500, 600, 750 gal, custom sizers availnfila
ALPHA
Mnn BMVfk 10218 E-owor B.'ink Rd.FIBERGLASS MFG. CO. si nevC56 5i2i
/ i
N-'*'
Our purpose is to ser\).e those who neeci the 
help of caring professionals. We understand 
the paths of pain and the loneliness of loss. 
When the time comevS, as it does for us all, 
you can depend on our assistance.
TOWN OF SIDNEY
NOTICE OF TAX PAY!\/IEMT;
\ f )liu < (IMMl)NIIV ( IIAI’II
656-2932 ® 300-5155
Taxpayers are remindad ol the Tax propayiiiont plan in eltoct
You may pay your 1981 laxos (all oi any part over $5 tlO) holoro you “cf'iva mur 
ci'irent tax notice by,using tho airiount ot taxes payable in the iJievious year v.tien 
your current tax notice Is issued, tho prerTynients ariff'the hal.:;incf3 du!. '.vi| ho 
shown. , ^ ^
Paymonts reccivod 111 LJANUARV . 6 pot cent allowed
■ MiBRt.ii'tHY ■ h per com aiiO'Vfid
MARCH • 4 pnt t:»:mLi!l;iV/ri;j ”
. „ : , : A:'RIL ■ 3 per coni allowed ,
Should any further Information bo rnqtilree, plnase telcphom' iiic Town m T ,at
6.%-11S4,
' F.T. LtLIair 
Coll(4tor
WHATS IT ALL ABOUT?'
Couples or Single Aduli!s - 
Have your que-stionR attswBKNi at
FOSTER INFORMATION 
Wed., Jan. 7,7:.30 p.m. Nir.MToC]!'\ 
1627 IFort Street
’“or Information phone
598-5121
Ministry of 
Hninan Hesonrcea
IGHTm^T
!h
4
sg ' v’
r ^
1
